In this paper, a locking-based concurrency control scheme is presented for object-oriented databases (OODBs). It is designed for controlling accesses to class hierarchy, which is important concept in OODBs. Based on access frequency for each class, the proposed scheme incurs less locking overhead than existing works, explicit locking and implicit locking, for any OODB environments. In this paper, it is theoretically proven that the proposed scheme performs better than existing schemes.
Introduction
OODBs have been popular for many non-traditional database environments such as computeraided design, artificial intelligence, etc. In a typical OODB, a class object consists of a group of instance objects and class definition objects. The class definition consists of a set of attributes and methods that access attributes of an instance or a set of instances. In OODBs, users can access objects by invoking transactions consisting of a set of method invocations on objects [2] .
A concurrency control scheme is used to coordinate multiple accesses to the multi-user database so that it maintains the consistency of the database. A concurrency control scheme allows multi-access to a database but incurs an overhead whenever it is invoked. This overhead may affect on the performance of OODBs where many transactions are long-lived. Thus, reducing the overhead is critical to improve overall performance.
The inheritance is very important concept in OODBs. That is, a subclass inherits definitions defined on its superclass. Also, there is an is-a relationship between a subclass and its superclass so that an instance of a superclass is a generalization of its subclasses [5] . This inheritance relationship between classes forms a class hierarchy. There are two types of accesses to a class hierarchy, MCA (multiple class access) and SCA (single class access), respectively [6] . MCA is an operation accessing possibly more than one class in the class hierarchy. MCAs are operations such as class definition modification operation and instance access to all or some instances of a given class and its subclasses. On the other hand, SCA is an operation accessing one class in the hierarchy. For example, SCAs are operations such as class definition read operation and instance access to a single class. Due to inheritance, for a locking based concurrency control scheme, when a MCA operation is requested on some class, say C, it may be necessary to get locks for all subclasses of C as well as C.
In the literature, there are two approaches dealing with class hierarchy, explicit locking and implicit locking, which will be discussed in Section 2. These approaches may work well only for particular applications in OODBs. That is, explicit locking incurs less locking overhead for transactions invoking mostly SCA operations. On the other hand, implicit locking incurs less locking overhead for transactions invoking mostly MCA operations. Recently a locking-based concurrency control scheme for class hierarchy in OODBs is presented [6] . The scheme is based on so called special class (SC) and can be used for any applications with less locking overhead than both explicit locking and implicit locking. In [6] , with an assumption that the number of access is stable for each class, it is shown that the proposed scheme (called SC-based scheme) performs better than both explicit locking and implicit locking. Based on that work, in this paper, a new concurrency control scheme is proposed. Also, it is proven that the proposed scheme incurs less locking overhead than explicit locking, implicit locking and the SC-based scheme . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review previous works dealing with class hierarchy. In Section 3 a new concurrency control scheme is proposed. In Section 4, it is shown that the proposed scheme performs better than existing works. The paper concludes with future research issues in Section 5.
Related Work

Explicit Locking and Implicit Locking
In the literature, there are two major locking-based approaches dealing with a class hierarchy: explicit locking [2, 9] and implicit locking [5, 7, 8] . In explicit locking, for a MCA operation on a class, say C, a lock is set not only on the class C, but also on each subclass of C in the class hierarchy. For an SCA operation, a lock is set for only the class to be accessed (called target class). Thus, for an MCA, transactions accessing a class near the leaf in a class hierarchy will require fewer locks than transactions accessing a class near the root in the class hierarchy. Also, another advantage is that it can treat single inheritance where a class can inherit the class definition from one superclass, and multiple inheritance where a class can inherit the class definition from more than one superclass in the same way. But, explicit locking incurs more locking overhead for transactions accessing a class near the root in a class hierarchy.
On the other hand, the implicit locking is based on intention locks [3] . The purpose of an intention lock on a class indicates that some lock is set on a subclass of the class. Thus, when a lock is set on a class C, it is required to set extra locking on a path from C to its root as well as on C. In implicit locking, when a MCA operation is accessed on a class, say C, locks are not required for every subclass of the class C. It is sufficient to set a lock only on the class C (in single inheritance) or locks on C and its subclasses having more than one superclass (in multiple inheritance) [5] . Thus, for a MCA access, it can reduce locking overhead than explicit locking. But, implicit locking requires more locking overhead when a target class is near the leaf in a class hierarchy due to intention lock overhead.
The SC-based Scheme
In [6] , the SC-based scheme is proposed to incur less locking overhead than existing schemes, explicit locking and implicit locking. The scheme is based on SC where a SC is a class on which MCA operations are performed frequently. How to determine if a class is a SC or not will be discussed later.
The basic idea is summarized as follows. In that scheme, intention locks are set on only SCs.
Thus, locking overhead is reduced than implicit locking requiring intention locks on every superclass of the target class. Also, in order to have less locking overhead than explicit locking, the following principle is adopted: for an SCA access, a lock is set on only the target class, like explicit locking. For a MCA access, unlike explicit locking, locks are set on every class from the target class to the first SC through the subclass chain of the target class. If there is no such SC, then locks are set on leaf classes. If the target class is an SC it self, then set a lock only on the target class.
The scheme is presented as follows. Assume that a lock is requested on class C. For simplicity, strict two-phase locking [1, 4] is adopted.
Step 1) locking on SCs
• For each SC (if any) through the superclass chain of C, check conflicts and set an intention lock if it commutes. If it does not commute, block the lock requester.
Step 2) Locking on a target class
•If the lock request is an SCA, check conflicts with locks set by other transactions and set a lock on only the target class C if it commutes and set a lock on an instance if a method is invoked on the instance and commute. If it does not commute, block the requester.
• If the lock request is an MCA, then, from class C to the first SC (or leaf class if there is no SC) through the subclass chain of C, check conflicts and set lock on each class if commute. If the class C is an SC, then set a lock only on C.
•If class C has more than one subclass, perform the same step 2) for each subclass chain of C.
For SC-based scheme, the following SC assignment scheme is adopted in [6] . Assuming that the number of access to each class is stable and access frequency (of MCA and SCA) to each class is known in advance, the SC assignment scheme is constructed as follows. locking, and implicit locking, respectively. 
Proposed class hierarchy locking scheme
Background
The proposed scheme is based on the SC-based scheme. The basic idea is that some redundant locks can be reduced without affecting the correctness of the scheme. Assume that a class C is accessed so that it needs to be locked. For SC-based scheme, an intention lock is set on every SC through the superclass chain of C. On the other hand, the proposed scheme does not have to set intention locks on every SC through the superclass chain. That is, only the first SC near root and the last SC near the class C need to be locked as long as SCs excluding the first SC and the last SC have only one subclass.
For example, consider the class hierarchy in Fig. 3 .a. Also, assume the following access by transaction T 3 . Fig 3.b and Fig. 3 .c show locks by the SC-based scheme and the proposed scheme, respectively.
T 1 : class definition update operation on class C11. Fig. 3 .b. Locks by SC-based scheme Fig. 3 .c. Locks by the proposed scheme
A New Class hierarchy Locking Scheme
Based on idea explained as in Section 3.1, the proposed scheme is as follows. Assume that a lock is requested on class C. Also, it is assumed that the strict two-phase locking is adopted.
• (case I) at least one of SC excluding the first SC and last SC through the superclass chain of C has more than one subclass.
For each SC (if any) through the superclass chain of C, check conflicts and set an intention lock i f it commutes. If it does not commute, block the lock requester.
• (case II) Otherwise
For the first SC and the last SC through the superclass chain of C, check conflicts and set an intention lock if it commutes. If it does not commute, block the lock requester.
•If the lock request is an SCA, check conflicts with locks set by other transactions and set a lock on only the target class C if it commutes and set an a lock on the instance to be accessed if a method is invoked on the instance and commute. If it does not commute, block the requester.
• If the lock request is an MCA, then, from class C to the first SC (or leaf class if there is no SC) through the subclass chain of C, check conflicts and set a lock on each class if commute. If the class C is an SC, then set a lock only on C.
The reason to set a lock on each class (besides the first SC) from the class C to the first SC (not including the SC) is as follows: if a lock is set only on the first SC, then some conflict may not be detected. For example, if a requester accesses a subclass of a lock holder's class locked by MCA, then such a conflict may not be detected.
For example, consider the class hierarchy as in Fig. 1 .a. Also, assume that locks are requests by T 1 and T 2 as follows.
1) T 1 : class definition update operation on class C6
2) T 2 : class definition update operation on class C7
As in Fig 4.a, 4 .b, 4.c and 4.d, 6, 7 11 and 13 locks are required for T 1 and T 2 by the proposed scheme, SC-based scheme, explicit locking, and implicit locking, respectively. 
Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Scheme
In this Section, we will show that the proposed scheme performs better than existing works, explicit locking, implicit locking and the SC-based scheme. It is shown that the SC-based scheme performs better than both explicit locking and implicit locking in [6] . Thus, it is sufficient to show that the proposed scheme performs better than only the SC-based scheme. Based on the discussion from Section 3.2, the proposed scheme incurs less than or equal number of locks than the SC-based scheme for any kinds of accesses to OODBs. Thus, in this Section, it is sufficient to prove that the proposed scheme is correct, that is, it satisfies serializability [1] . We prove this by showing that, for any lock requester, its conflict with a lock holder (if any) is always detected. With this proof, since our class hierarchy locking scheme is based on two-phase locking, it is guaranteed that the proposed scheme satisfies serializability.
Depending on the lock requester's type, lock holders can be divided as follows. If a lock requester is an SCA, then its lock holders (whose lock modes need to be checked for conflict with lock requester) consist of transactions holding locks on the target class and all SCs in the superclass chain of the target class. If a lock requester is an MCA, then its lock holders include those defined above plus transactions holding locks on each class from the target class to the first SC in the subclass chain of the target class.
There are four cases depending on the types of lock requesters and holders. holder and a lock requester access the same class, the possible conflicts can be detected on the target class. This is due to the reason that there is no conflict on all SCs through the superclass chain of the target class since intention locks on SCs can be compatible with R.
case 2) the lock holder is an SCA the lock requester is an MCA Let C R and C H be two classes on which the R requests a lock and the H holds a lock, respectively. If C H is a superclass of C R , there is no conflict since the R does not access the C H . If the C H is C R itself or its subclass, then there are two subcases. If there exists a SC which is a superclass of both C R and C H , then conflict is detected on the SC. (case 2.1). That is, in Fig. 5 .a, the possible conflict is detected on SC1 since both R and H must have locks on SC1. Otherwise, the conflict is detected as follows. As in Fig 5. b, in case 2.2, if there is a SC between C R and C H , the conflict is detected on SC1 since C R and C H must have locks on SC1 based on the proposed scheme. On the other hand, if there is no such SC between C R and C H as in Fig. 5 .c, the conflict is detected on C H since R must have a lock on C H .
• SC1 there are two cases in which conflicts will be detected. If there exists a SC, which is a superclass of both C R and C H as in Fig. 6 .a, then conflict is detected on the SC. (case 3.1). This is due to that H and R must a lock on the SC according to our scheme. Otherwise, there are two subcases. At first, if there exists a SC between C H and C R , the possible conflict is detected on the first SC through the subclass chain of C H . For example, in Fig. 6 .b. the conflict can be detected on SC1. If there is no SC between C H and C R as in Fig. 6 .c, the conflict is detected on C R since C H must set a lock on the class C R .
• SC1 If the C H is C R itself or superclass of C R , the conflict is detected as in case 3. Otherwise, the conflict is detected as in case 2.
From cases 1), 2), 3) and 4), we can conclude that, for any lock requester, it is guaranteed that its conflict with a lock holder (if any) is always detected. Also, since the proposed scheme is based on two-phase locking, serializability is guaranteed [1] . In turn, this means that the proposed scheme performs better than existing schemes, explicit scheme, implicit scheme and the SC-based scheme.
Further work
In this paper, a locking-based concurrency control scheme is presented for object-oriented databases (OODBs). It is designed for controlling accesses to class hierarchy, which is important concept in OODBs. Based on access frequency for each class, the scheme incurs less locking overhead than existing works, explicit scheme and implicit scheme and the SC-based scheme, for any OODB environments. In this paper, it is theoretically proven that the proposed scheme performs better than existing schemes.
Currently we are developing a concurrency control scheme for controlling access to composite object hierarchy, which is also major aspect in OODBs. Our goal is to combine our class hierarchy scheme with composite object scheme. Also, we will conduct the performance evaluation study in order to compare our work with existing schemes using either simulation or analytical model.
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